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AUGUST

Beginner’s Ukrainian with Interactive Online 
Workbook Third Integrated Edition

Pub date: 8/09/2022
Paperback · 432 pages · 8.5 x 11
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1439-3
$45.00 
Rights: World
Previous edition ISBN: 
 978-0-7818-1324-2

Also by the author: 
Ukrainian-English Collocation 
Dictionary 
ISBN 978-0-7818-1421-8

The Third Integrated edition is integrated with the Ukrainian-
English Collocation Dictionary (2021) via a set of specially 
designed lexical and syntactic exercises in each of its 15 lessons.

Beginner’s Ukrainian covers such common conversational 
topics as meeting people, traveling, shopping, hobbies, 
family relations, vacationing, meals, weather, and much 
more. Priority is given to developing learners’ conversational 
skills while providing them with a solid grammar foundation. 
The book’s companion website offers a wealth of interactive 
conversational, grammar, and phonetic drills designed for use 
by both independent and instructor-led learners.

The book includes 15 useful lessons, covering everyday 
situations such as introductions, family, and shopping. An 
interactive website featuring audio dialogues and exercises 
recorded using native speakers is also available to users. The 
guide also includes:

•	Useful	cultural	and	grammatical	notes

•	Appendices	of	critical	information,	including	declension		
	 tables,	noun	endings,	common	Ukrainian	names,		
 numbers, verb conjugations and more.

•	A	Ukrainian-English/	English-Ukrainian	dictionary	of		
 words used in the book

Yuri I. Shevchuk,	a	native	of	Volodymyrets,	Ukraine,	
received his PhD in Germanic Philology from Kyiv State 
University	in	1987.	He	has	taught	Ukrainian	at	Harvard	
University	Summer	School	since	1990	and	at	Columbia	
University	since	2004.	He	also	teaches	courses	in	Soviet	
and	post-Soviet	film	and	directs	the	Ukrainian	Film	Club	
at	Columbia	University.	Shevchuk	is	also	author	of	the	
groundbreaking Ukrainian-English Collocation Dictionary 
(Hippocrene	Books,	2021).	He	resides	in	New	York	City.

Yuri I. Shevchuk

This popular language textbook with an interactive website offers an 
easy, effective, and fun way for beginners to learn how to read, write, 

speak and understand Ukrainian.
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AUGUST

Pub date: 8/23/2022
Paperback · 449 pages · 8.5 x 11
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1440-9
$45.00  
Rights: World

Previous edition ISBN: 
I978-0-7818-1251-1

Now in an updated second edition, Beginner’s Russian with 
Interactive Online Workbook offers an innovative, easy, and 
thorough way to speak, write, and read Russian confidently. 
This complete Russian course includes a user-friendly 
textbook and interactive online workbook. The carefully-
paced, relevant lessons cover grammar and language 
basics in the context of everyday situations related to 
family, jobs, introductions, dining out, the Internet, and 
much more. The chapters are designed for the beginning 
student, and are full of photos, cartoons, games, and 
exercises alongside easy-to-understand lessons.

This new edition includes updated vocabulary to reflect 
ongoing changes in contemporary Russian culture and 
society, new speaking and writing activities that allow 
students to interact with technology and media, and 
new individual and group projects and oral presentations 
to engage learners’ creativity and help them develop 
communicative competency.

In addition to the book, you have access to an interactive 
website full of videos, audio, and self-correcting exercises. 
The enriching material on the website reinforces the basics 
of the lessons in the book, helping you acquire Russian 
skills in a natural, engaging way.

•		 Thorough	explanations	and	instructions	offer	a		
	 gradual	introduction	to	the	language,	Cyrillic		 	
 alphabet, and grammar

•		 An	interactive	website	features	correct		 	
 pronunciation by native speakers and helps learners  
 start speaking Russian right away

•	 Ideal	for	individual	self-study	or	classroom	use

•	 Each	chapter	will	take	5-6	hours	of	classroom		 	
 instruction, or approximately 10-12 hours of study  
 for the independent learner.

•	 Students	should	be	able	to	attain	the	ACTFL	Novice		
	 High	or	Intermediate	Low	levels	of	proficiency	by		
 the end of the course

Beginner’s Russian with Interactive 
Online Workbook  Second Edition

Anna S. Kudyma, Frank J. Miller, 
Olga E. Kagan, Michael A. Lavery

Start speaking Russian today!  
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Scott A. Mellor

SEPTEMBER

Pub date: 09/27/2022
Paperback · 278 pages · 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1438-6
$29.95
Rights: World

Previous edition ISBN: 
978-0-7818-1157-6

Beginner’s Swedish with Online Audio

Swedish is a North Germanic language spoken by 10 
million people worldwide, primarily in Sweden and parts 
of	 Finland.	 It	 is	 also	 mostly	 mutually	 intelligible	 with	
Norwegian and Danish.

Ideal for those new to Swedish, learning at home or 
in the classroom, Beginner’s Swedish with Online Audio 
includes:

•	 Ten	carefully-paced	units,	each	one	opening		 	
 with a dialogue about an everyday topic such as  
 greetings, dining, or tourist-related topics, followed  
 by vocabulary, grammar lessons, and exercises

•	 Answer	key	to	the	exercises

•	 Swedish-English	and	English-Swedish	glossaries

•	 Sections	on	cultural	information	such	as	Geography,		
	 History,	Politics,	Social	Welfare,	Business,	Arts,		 	
	 Holidays,	Education	and	Everyday	Life	that	will	be		
 useful to students and travelers

•	 An	etymology	section	in	each	unit	that	compares		
	 Swedish	and	English	words	to	encourage	students		
 to make vocabulary connections

•	 Online	MP3	audio	files	for	free	download	featuring		
 pronunciation by native speakers

Scott A. Mellor is a lecturer in Swedish and 
Scandinavian history, literature and linguistics at the 
University	of	Wisconsin	at	Madison,	where	he	received	
his	Ph.D.	in	Scandinavian	Studies.	He	has	taught	courses	
in	the	Swedish	language	for	over	twenty	years.	He	
resides	in	Madison,	Wisconsin.

 Learn Swedish with this complete course, 
now with free audio download!
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Pub date: 12/6/2022
Paperback · 250 pages · 7 x 10
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1437-9
$24.95
Rights: World

Also by author: 
Taste of Nepal 
ISBN 978-0-7818-1309-9

A Nepali staple is Dal Bhat Tarkari (lentil-rice-vegetable), 
found in many variations and flavors. It includes boiled 
rice accompanied by daal made from dried beans, lentils, 
or peas. A variety of fresh vegetables and leafy greens 
round out the meal. The use of spices is mild and subtle, 
but meals are often served with a side of spicy pickles. 
Meat, poultry, and fish are served only occasionally, 
mostly during celebrations.

Author Jyoti Pathak’s first cookbook Taste of Nepal won 
a	 Gourmand	 World	 Cookbook	 award	 for	 Best	 Foreign	
Cuisine	Cookbook	and	showcased	the	foods	and	recipes	
of her native Nepal to a wider audience. This new 
cookbook brings the foods and flavors of Nepal alive with 
color photographs throughout, notes about important 
Nepali customs, festivals and holidays, and a collection of 
185 recipes that spans traditional Nepali fare to popular 
fusion dishes, street foods and the modern Nepali table. 
Also included are helpful chapters on Nepali ingredients, 
utensils and cooking techniques and a glossary of Nepali-
English	words.

Sample recipes:
	 •		Kukhura	ko	Chowelaa	(Chicken	Chowelaa)
	 •		Jwaano-Bhaat	(Ajowan	Rice)
	 •		Maas	ko	Khichari	(Split	Urad	Bean-Rice	Khichari)
	 •		Panchamukhi	Daal	(Mixed	Five	Daal)
	 •		Tinkune-roti	(Flaky	Roti	Bread)
	 •		Sit	le	Khaeko	Raayo	so	Saag	(Spiced	Mustard	Greens)
	 •		Pharsi	ko	Munta	(Pumpkin	Vine	Shoots)
	 •		Rukh-Katahar	ko	Tarkaari	(Green	Jackfruit	Curry)
	 •		Alu	ko	Achaar	(Spicy	Potato	Salad	with	Sesame	Seeds)
	 •		Sikarni	(Saffron-Pistachio	Yogurt	Dish)

Foods & Flavors from Nepal

DECEMBER

Jyoti Pathak

Jyoti Pandey Pathak	was	born	and	raised	in	Kathmandu,	Nepal.	She	holds	a	degree	in	Home	
Science	from	the	MS	University	of	Baroda,	India	and	taught	at	the	National	Vocational	Training	
Center	 in	Sano	Thimi,	Nepal	before	emigrating	 to	 the	United	States.	 She	 is	 author	of	Taste of 
Nepal,	also	published	by	Hippocrene	Books,	which	won	a	Gourmand	World	Cookbook	Award	for	
Best	Foreign	Cuisine	Cookbook.	She	resides	in	western	New	York.	
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NOVEMBER

Pub date: 11/22/2022
Paperback · 200 pages · 7 x 10
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1436-2
$24.95
Rights: World

The Arabic word Maghreb means “land where the sun sets.”  
The Maghreb is a multicultural Mediterranean region of 
North Africa which includes Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, 
Mauritania,	 and	 Libya.	 It	 is	 bordered	 by	 the	 beautiful	
Mediterranean Sea, and in ancient times, the Maghreb 
included Spain, Sicily, and Malta.  

Before the Arab conquest, the Phoenicians, Greeks, 
Romans,	 Byzantines,	 and	 later	 the	 Italians	 and	 French,	
colonized	the	Maghreb.	Each	new	culture	that	entered	the	
region left unique influences and together they created 
a multicultural cuisine using aromatic spices, fresh herbs, 
citrus, dried fruits, nuts, fresh fish, lamb, chicken, pasta, 
rice, and copious fresh vegetables. The Phoenicians and 
Romans spread the cultivation of wheat. The Moors 
brought citrus and olives from Spain. The Berbers gave 
birth	 to	 couscous.	 Fennel,	 peas,	 and	 artichokes	 arrived	
with the Italian settlement, and the baguette, salad 
Niçoise,	 and	 mayonnaise	 were	 brought	 by	 the	 French	
when they colonized the area. Thus, the food of Maghreb 
became	a	mélange	of	Sicilian,	French,	Spanish,	Arabic,	and	
Berber cuisine.

This unique cookbook brings the colorful, aromatic foods 
of the Maghreb region to readers through over 100 
authentic recipes. 

Sample recipes:
•  Crostini with Dill and Pecorino
•  Spicy Cauliflower Minestra
•  Couscous for Festive Occasions (Seffa)
•  Lamb Chops in Dried Fig Sauce
•  Baked Whole Bass with Chermoula
•  Shrimp Speidini with Golden Breadcrumbs and   
      Pistachios
•  Rustic Pizza Stuffed with Red Onions, Pine Nuts, and  
      Golden Raisins

Flavors of the Maghreb
Authentic Recipes from the Land where the Sun Sets 
(North Africa and Southern Italy)
Alba	Carbonaro	Johnson,	Paula	Miller	Jacobson,	Sheilah	Kaufman
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Pub date: 10/18/2022
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1435-5
Paperback · 322 pages · 6 x 9
$29.95
Rights: World

The innumerable contributions of Polish immigrants and 
their descendants on communities in North America can 
be seen on monuments, bridges, churches, cultural cen-
ters, and cemeteries across the continent. These “foot-
prints” of Polonia (the Polish diaspora), commemorat-
ing towering events and figures from history that are a 
source of pride among Polish Americans, are cataloged 
for readers in this unique volume. 

The	Polish	American	Historical	Association	(PAHA)	initiated	
work on this new volume with the goal of highlighting new 
sites of Polish-interest and the important ways in which 
Polish immigrants contributed to history, politics, arts and 
society.	This	book	explores	key	Polish-interest	sites	the	U.S.,	
Canada,	Mexico	and	parts	of	the	Caribbean.

This project is based on the input of volunteers from Polish 
organizations all over North America, who helped identify 
the most important sites in their region and provided 
summaries and pictures for over 200 entries. The guide 
is organized alphabetically by states and provinces, with 
entries that describe the historical significance of each site. 
Most entries also include a color photo. 

Footprints of Polonia can serve as the perfect travel 
companion for anyone who wants to learn about the rich 
history and heritage of the Polish diaspora. It is also an 
excellent resource for Polish language schools and Polish 
American organizations who want to learn more about and 
take pride in sites of interest in their area.

Edited	by	Ewa	E.	Barcyzk

Footprints of Polonia:
Polish Historical Sites Across North America

OCTOBER

Ewa E. Barczyk,	 emerita,	Associate	Provost	and	Director	of	Libraries,	University	of	Wisconsin-
Milwaukee,	 serves	 on	 the	 board	 of	 the	 Polish	 American	 Historical	 Association	 (PAHA).	 She	
received	her	M.A.	in	Slavic	Studies	from	the	University	of	Kansas	and	her	M.L.I.S.	from	Southern	
Connecticut	State	University.	She	retired	in	2015	from	the	University	of	Wisconsin	-	Milwaukee	
where	she	had	been	the	Associate	Provost	and	Director	of	Libraries.	She	is	very	active	in	Polish	
organizations to promote Polish heritage. She is currently President of the Polish American 
Librarians	 Association	 which	 provides	 resources	 and	 opportunities	 for	 librarians	 to	 promote	
Polish materials, culture, history. She is past president and continues to serve on the board of 
Polanki,	the	Polish	Women’s	Cultural	Club	of	Milwaukee	organizing	Polish	displays	and	cultural	
events	throughout	the	community.	She	resides	in	Milwaukee,	Wisconsin.
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Pub date: 11/22/2022
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1434-8
Paperback · 200 pages · 5.5 x 8.5
$24.95
Rights: World

“They are works of art that speak to the creative spirit 
that once stirred within a heart to carve a statue, to 
gather stones to build a foundation, or gather words 
to form a poem or mix colors for a painting; they are 
messages from the past telling what at one time was 
important to this person, to this village, to a city block.”

—from the author’s Introduction

It is said that every country has its own genus loci or 
“spirit of place.” Poland’s distinct character can be found 
in the tens of thousands of roadside chapels, crosses 
and shrines that dot both its cities and countryside. A 
thousand	 years	 of	 Christianity,	 and	 the	 Polish	 Catholic	
tradition in particular, have left their mark on the 
country’s landscape. It is impossible not to notice the 
religious statues and little chapels that seem to be 
everywhere.	Enter	a	courtyard	in	Warsaw	or	Kraków	and	
discover a statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary mounted on 
a pedestal with fresh flowers at her feet. Drive through 
a small town, and you’ll spy a niche under the eaves of 
a	home	containing	a	figure	of	the	Sacred	Heart	of	Jesus	
or a little wooden box on a tree holding a small image 
of	Our	Lady	of	Częstochowa.	All	of	them	seem	to	blend	
harmoniously with the environment and beautify it. 
What	are	 these	objects?	What	do	 they	mean?	How	did	
they	 come	 to	be	 in	 this	particular	place?	Why	are	 they	
important?

Sophie	Hodorowicz	Knab

Spirit of Place:
The Roadside Shrines of Poland

NOVEMBER

Acclaimed	Polish-American	author	Sophie	Hodorowicz	Knab	explores	the	origins	and	purposes	
of these roadside shrines, examining the different types of shrines and the significance of the 
various religious figures represented in them to the people of Poland. Additional chapters are 
devoted to the artists and sculptors who created the shrines, the role these local shrines played 
in the annual holidays, customs and traditions of the community, and their role in everyday life 
as	well	as	death.	Color	photographs	 throughout	depict	 the	artistry	and	 local	 setting	of	 these	
shrines.

This exploration of Poland’s roadside shrines is a unique lens through which the reader can learn 
about	Polish	history	and	culture.	For	anyone	interested	in	Polish	history,	religious	traditions,	art	
and ancestry, this book offers much to explore.
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Contact Information

Ordering 

Hippocrene Books, Inc. is distributed by Two Rivers Distribution,  
an INGRAM brand. For U.S. Customer Service, please see below:

Independent bookstores and gift stores:

Ingram Publisher Services 
Customer	Service	
One	Ingram	Blvd.	
LaVergne,	TN	37086	
Tel:	866-400-5351
ips@ingramcontent.com 
You	may	also	submit	orders	via	the	IPS	cart	on	iPage	
		(use	IPS	SAN:	6318630).	

All other customers: 

Ingram Publisher Services/Jackson 
210 American Drive 
Jackson, TN 38301 
Tel: 800-343-4499 
ipsjacksonorders@ingramcontent.com

Editorial / Foreign Rights / Publicity Inquiries: 
info@hippocrenebooks.com

Hippocrene	Books,	Inc.
171 Madison Avenue
New	York,	NY	10016
www.hippocrenebooks.com

Titles, prices, and other contents of this catalog are subject to change without notice.  
Orders	will	be	filled	at	prices	and	on	terms	in	effect	on	the	date	of	shipment.	

Contact	Ingram	for	returns	policy.


